
MAJOR CONCERNS IN PHILIPPINE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

This paper will tackle the main problems that are commonly identified with the public administration and then it will delve
into the underlying problem/s that.

The environment has changed. NCR has  The trend has been toward downsizing and administrators have to
figure out how to do the same work with fewer employees. Ducut was a member of Congress for nine years
where she was a loyalist of then President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo. Real change Real change can happen
only if the system, including its structures, practices and values, those which run and enable programs, is fixed
to meet the demands of governance in the 21st century. The existing laws and policies should be evaluated as
it is the most important part of the policy making process which has long been forgotten by our legislators.
Indeed, Russia is typical for the alienation of the public from the state, which is often expressed in civic
apathy and deliberate distance of a large part of the population from the administrative decision-making
process. In fact, he declared he would push for a shift to a federal form of government. Mamasapano, Yolanda,
laglag bala and the Disbursement Acceleration Program controversy are but a few examples that give credence
to this perception. There needs to be a sustained program to strengthen ethics in government. Services that are
part of the governance tend to be more responsible toward its policies and limitations. Although this should
not be surprising as elections Philippine-style are personality-based, not platform or party-based. It is
noteworthy that among the presidential candidates, only Duterte talked about system issues. From to ,
expenditure on social services was on a steady incremental decrease from  Decisions at the local level often do
not reflect the real needs of the population's majority as they are adopted in the interests of a small social
group, which controls almost all national resources. This effectively builds authoritarian-like structures in the
locale and encourages warlord-like behaviour of local politicians. It hinders the administration or a certain
bureaucracy from functioning fast as the processes are long and must be followed when sometimes, the
conditions does not even apply. Limareva D. An examination of the expenditure pattern of LGUs suggests
misplaced priorities. That change has had the opposite effect in many cases. Benefits paid for those who
retired amounted to Php Million. The present system, based on the traditional model of public administration,
is simply no longer fit for the purpose. For example, past Presidents rewarded an influential religious group
that practices bloc voting for its support, giving it plum posts in the Cabinet. Devolution, on the other hand, is
the most extensive form of decentralisation where powers and responsibilities are transferred from national
government to local governments. The public nature of management should promote the development of the
regions not only through government support, redistributing regional finances, but also with the development
of communicative partnership between the state, society and business.


